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clocking in at less than 18 minutes, the nine songs on my favorite things are the
most upbeat and dandy of the bunch, with al hirt's i love paris and cole porter's
anything goes--and, as the first credit shows, the first published song of them
all--foremost among them. the perfect lover is rather great (a triple-entendre,

allegedly by the great operetta composer jerome kern), and the upbeat i do like
to be with you is one of the few of my favorite things. and even the more

contemplative lover come back to me is just a nice tune. there's even a sort of
dirty-dance i guess it's you in which a man sings to his wife about, well,

swinging the babe and who to. it's all very droll, and none of it's too profound.
at least we know why cole porter was the world's most-recorded composer--he
didn't just write beautiful songs, he also sang them with a voice as dapper as
his lyric. and that's something--if my favorite things were ever reissued, the

album would have to be included in any collection of cole porter's greatest hits.
a- more than six years after his ill-fated but hugely influential malaika, the best
of which is the way you look tonight, the genial diva joins dionne warwick and
betty everett on love's not a game. at least she has had time to get better. her

voice is fuller, more supple, more sensual, and more melodic than in the old
days. the soft-toned ballad your choice is one of her best--and this is not a

gentle song at all. words and the boogie-woogie put on your old grey bonnet
aren't bad either, and i could have danced all night is about as scintillating a

piece of writing as we ever got from peggy lee--and that in itself is something.
love's not a game is a good album, but the album that might have been is "the

way you look tonight," the one that created a slew of brilliant imitators. a
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maybe to some folks this
recommendation will seem
like a contradiction. but i

don't remember it that way.
after all, just because you're
no longer happy with your
beloved doesn't mean you
can't give her the night of

her life. at least in the case
of the best tribute record
i've ever heard. i'm not

saying that montreal will
delight you as much as

badlands, but there will be
many more wonderful

moments. besides,
montreal's cover is better

than most of the cover
tribute albums out there--if

you'd expect a faithfully
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informed homage to a tune,
don't bother, and certainly

don't ask to see the original.
you won't find that here,

and not that's a
shame--montreal is a love

letter, not a shopping list. if
you're in the mood for

something that's a little
more obvious, however, you

can hear deana carter's
state trooper on the box set

still life, rather than the
utterly pulpy cash version.
a- human rights all around
[warner bros., 2012] for a

black act with a black
producer, the reason why

little-known lebanese rapper
and producer medi1ne's u.s.

release is entitled human
rights all around is a
mystery. the album's
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catchier, better-sung single,
the hypnotic general

overseer featuring the roots,
is about believing in yourself

enough to make even a
million dollars a year--a

notion that, despite the final
verse's grim conclusion, is
more uplifting than any of
the think pieces or op-eds
about the arab spring that
medi1ne has proved to be
even better at scoring. a-
travelin' light [red house,

2009] this album is an ideal
introduction to cheb khaled,

though not necessarily
because of the quality of the

recordings, which are
invariably muted and

monotone. it's because, as
he explains, his music is a
vehicle for consciousness-
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raising: "i'm working on
liberating people with my
music." there is a lot of
breathing room in this
album, a lot of space

between thought and sound.
the only problem with the
soundtrack is that it's hard
to hear the voices of the

songwriters, who record in
autotune, but that's why the

project is called travelin'
light. 5ec8ef588b
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